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by Covid-19?



Our Corporate Finance and Transaction Services teams 

in Yorkshire & the North East have decades of 

experience in advising businesses though all market 

conditions and business cycles.

We are able to appraise and advise on a full range of 

transactions, including management buy-outs, growth 

capital, recapitalisations, debt refinancings, equity 

releases, acquisitions and domestic and cross-border 

trade sales.

We have an extensive network of funding 

connections in the banking, alternative lender, debt 

fund, hybrid capital, venture capital and private equity 

markets, both within the region and nationally.

We offer objective, independent, partner-led advice

from an award-winning deals team with specialist 

expertise in M&A, corporate finance, debt advisory and 

due diligence.
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Different but the same

Impact on the M&A market

Covid-19 has brought swift, dramatic and 

unprecedented disruption to UK M&A.  

Deal activity is estimated to have fallen by 

c.80% as processes were paused or 

terminated.

Initial focus for businesses has been on 

people, cost and cash flow management, 

accessing Government support and 

ensuring strategic and action plan 

alignment with their funders.

Surviving transaction activity has been 

in sectors which have been resilient:  

technology, healthcare, food, video gaming 

etc. Broader deal activity will have a longer, 

sector variable recovery period.

We entered this crisis in better shape than 

the financial crisis of 2008: large corporate 

balance sheets are stronger, mid-market 

leverage is lower, private equity and VCTs 

have £billions of undeployed capital.   

What comes next is less certain, and will be 

about business models, resilience, rebased 

leverage, risk appetite and creativity.

More creative deal processes

Deal documentation and processes will 

need to adapt quickly to this new, less 

certain environment, just as in 2008. They 

will also need to address periods of business 

disruption, financial strain and possibly 

business model reorientation.

Aggressive, engineered sale processes will 

be more of a rarity:  deals will take longer 

to complete and interaction between 

vendors and buyers or investors will need to 

be more deliberate and considered. There 

will be challenge from buyers and 

investors to the impact of Covid-19 on 

2020 trading and how this has been 

responded to. As important will be the 

assessment of the business model, strategy 

and balance sheet as being fit for purpose 

going forward.

Vendor due diligence / assistance will be 

more evident to track business recovery 

and communicate trading history and 

working capital requirements.  Earn-outs will 

be a means of bridging value gaps and the 

uncertainties of changing markets and 

revised business models.
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Fundamental truths remain

Corporate buyers emerged from the 

financial crisis with stronger balance sheets 

and more considered acquisition strategies.  

We expect this cautious mindset to 

continue.  Equity investors will still back 

strong management with robust business 

plans. Their target investment criteria and 

returns won’t change radically, just as they 

did not in 2008.

There are sectors, sectors and sectors

A key feature of the Covid-19 crisis has 

been its differing impact across sectors.  

Whilst some sectors have shown resilience 

and will attract disproportionate interest, 

others will be impacted by social distancing 

for some time and will be forced to 

rationalise, meaning survival of the fittest.

Most businesses will inhabit the middle 

ground:  disruption to part or all of their 

business, then stabilisation, revaluation, 

recovery, recapitalisation and investment -

undertaking any transaction from as strong 

a position as possible.



The state of play

Public vs private equity 

Global stock market indices have staged a remarkable 'V' shaped recovery, but with high 

volatility and variable performance by sector.  We expect rights issues will be common.

Selectivity of IPO candidates by the City will be more forensic and need c.12 months of 

stabilised trading, putting such aspirations back for many.  Private equity will remain a nimbler, 

more versatile alternative for the mid-market, without the public glare of being a PLC.

Private equity portfolio focus

Private equity pivoted to portfolio 

management and support at the start of 

the Covid-19 crisis.  Attention is now 

turning back to paused deal processes 

and new investments, with initial focus on 

less affected sectors and a preference for 

equity recapitalisation and growth-driven 

deals, rather than equity release.

Interest in recovering - and recoverable -

businesses is just beginning, led by firms 

with a ‘special situations’ focus.  

The market is likely to shift away from 

heated auction processes.  Shrewder 

private equity investors will increase 

origination and relationship build 

activities, providing a better context for 

tracking and appraising targets.

With planned exits being deferred and 

an uncertain economic landscape, private 

equity hold periods are likely to 

increase. With this comes greater 

emphasis on bolt-on acquisitions by 

portfolio companies (a lower risk, valuation 

arbitrage route to deploy capital)  and 

other incremental growth strategies.
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Looking across the valley

There has been a notable and positive 

change of tone in recent weeks, to talk of 

business resumption and what 2021 might 

bring. 2020 will be an extraordinary year 

- buyers and investors will scrutinise 

management actions, the impact on trading 

and balance sheets, any changes to the 

business model and whether the funding 

structure is appropriate to deliver the 

strategic plan.

Where valuation metrics settle remains to 

be seen. Recent years have not seen a 

bubble in the mid-market valuations and so 

focus is likely to be more on underlying 

earnings, business risk and the requirement 

for performance-linked consideration to 

address the uncertainties for all parties.

Rich diversity in the lending market 

Banks and other lenders have diverted 

resources to supporting existing customers 

and delivery of Government loan schemes 

such as CBILS.  New customers and deals 

are being viewed with some caution. 

The banks’ response to the financial crisis 

was rightly to become more conservative. 

This helped spawn a diverse range of 

alternative lenders and mid-market debt 

funds with more risk:return pricing flexibility, 

and also encouraged asset-based lenders to 

broaden their offerings.

We expect market evolution to continue, 

and banks to welcome solvent refinancings 

with more adventurous lenders, rather than 

the restructurings, forced sales and 

insolvencies of the 2008 financial crisis.



Emerging deal themes (1)

Time to step back, de-risk or even exit? 

Many business owners will have become more risk averse as a result of the crisis and 

perhaps feel their own exit planning has been derailed or put back.  A good business with 

good management before the crisis is still likely to be a good business, perhaps with 

appropriate reshaping of strategy, business model and cost base, together with the right 

balance sheet.

Just as stock markets are 'looking across the valley', so will trade buyers and investors in 

private companies and that means business owners continue to have options.

An exit such as a trade sale can be definitive, though we expect to see earn-out mechanisms 

more prevalent in the near term. However, we expect it will be more challenging to fund a 

simple equity release or ‘cash out’ in the absence of evident management change.

Partial exit linked to equity recapitalisation and growth finance is an interim step that can 

fulfil several objectives including deleverage, investment, management incentivisation and 

opportunity capture - with full exit being deferred until the Covid-19 crisis is history.
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Survival of the fittest

Strong, well-invested businesses will 

be best-placed to benefit from uncertainty 

and disruption, whether from market 

rationalisation or opportunistic acquisitions.  

Other good businesses should be able to 

find a way out of current disruption by 

taking the right actions, whether by trading, 

operational efficiencies, recapitalisation or a 

properly executed sale process.  This reflects 

Government financial support through the 

Covid-19 crisis and generally lower levels of 

corporate debt.

Where businesses were struggling already, 

the Covid-19 crisis may become a catalyst 

for an accelerated sale or insolvency 

process. Critical for business owners will be 

to avoid a creditor-controlled process by 

taking proactive action.

Political pressure on the banks should deter 

hasty, pre-emptive measures, and they will 

not want to repeat the unhappy experience 

from the financial crisis of trying to manage 

numerous shareholdings created by 

debt:equity swaps.  The behaviour of 

institutional debt funds is less predictable.

Fuel for rapid growth

Risk capital for growth has been plentiful in recent years and is still very much available. 

VCTs have raised more than £1.3bn in the last two tax years and there are a variety of other 

institutional growth capital sources including some with regional focus.

Very early stage ventures can look to business angel platforms, such as DSW Angels, and 

take advantage of tax reliefs such as the Enterprise Investment Scheme.

The current environment provides real opportunities for new business models, technology 

led companies and disruptors to accelerate growth.  It also reinforces the benefits of having 

an institutional investor with the experience and pockets to properly capitalise and support 

a young business through periods of scale-up and uncertainty.



Emerging deal themes (2) 

Focus, focus, focus 

A crisis can be an opportunity for corporates to get bad news out and reset the strategy.  

Larger corporate groups will consider divesting their less-core activities, to refocus 

management attention and possibly scarce capital on their strongest, core businesses.

This will create opportunities for private equity backed MBOs and corporate acquirors to buy 

well and revitalise unloved, underfunded subsidiaries. Such disposals can involve complex 

separation or carve-out issues and opaque financial information.  

Better-prepared and controlled processes will have vendor assistance and/or vendor due 

diligence, and pragmatic transitional service arrangements. Buyers and funders will need to 

balance terms with risk and seek to capitalise on speed and deliverability.
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One step at a time

The unpredictability of the exit from the 

Covid-19 crisis is a significant challenge. 

Second waves and lockdowns have the 

potential to disrupt strategic planning, 

refinancings and deals. 

Prioritisation of actions will be critical. 

Assessment of the market impact and 

recovery, trading, cashflow and working 

capital will need to address the unwinding 

of Government support measures and 

ensure businesses are able to service debt 

and meet covenants.  Business models may 

need to evolve, including changes to the 

supply chains and routes to market.

Short term reshaping of the capital 

structure may be required to provide the 

stability to properly review strategy, 

business model, opportunities and longer-

term capital and ownership structures. 

Good stakeholder management through 

what might be several transaction events, 

together with the right market insight, 

analysis and support structure will be key 

factors to ensuring survival and success. 

The oxygen of equity recapitalisation

A crisis puts a spotlight on business risk and over-concentration of shareholder wealth. 

Many businesses will have gone into this crisis reliant on debt finance and reinvested profit, 

reluctant to share ownership with a venture capital or private equity investor.

In a cautious lending market, funding a business through a period of suppressed earnings, 

operational restructuring or expansion could be challenging and risky. In some cases, debt 

structures will have become 'off market' and need to be restructured or refinanced.

Business owners should be more open to the benefits of a fuller recapitalisation with a 

growth or private equity partner. Many funds have considerable capital to deploy and there 

are investment styles, cheque sizes and sector preferences to suit most situations. Whilst a 

period of change or growth might better suit equity structures, there is a growing number of 

hybrid institutional debt funds that are more yield driven with smaller equity participations.


